TF-CSIRT delegation to Russia

Mikhail Ganev, RU-CERT
Gorazd Božič, SI-CERT
Meeting in Moscow

- November 7th 2008 (meeting, social event)
- special visa process (simplified)
- participants:
  - TF-CSIRT delegation
  - RU-CERT, RU-CENTER
  - FSB, Ministry of Communications RF
  - GOVCERT Bulgaria
Delegation

1. CERT-EE
2. DK-CERT
3. SURFnet / SURFcert
4. TS-CERT (TeliaSonera AB)
5. ARNES / SI-CERT
6. BELNET CERT
7. SWITCH
8. FICORA / CERT-FI
9. CESNET CIRTS
10. CERT NIC.LV
11. CIRCL
12. JANET-CSIRT
13. LITNET CERT
Agenda


- “About computer emergency response in government of RF” A.M. Ivashko, (FSS RF)
- “Investigation practice in e-commerce area” Sergey Mikhaylov, (FSS RF)
- “Bulgarian GOVCERT – part of national program information security” Slavcho Manolov, Bulgaria
- "Introduction to FICORA", "CERT-FI Introduction" Kauto Huopio (FICORA/CERT-FI)
- "TF-CSIRT and TI Introduction" Lionel Ferette (BELNET, TF-CSIRT)
- "Bulletproof hosting in Estonia" Hillar Aarelaid, (CERT-EE)
- "ccTLD.RU regulation" Pavel Khramtsov, (RU-CENTER)
- "RU-CERT Introduction. Current situation and plans for the future." Mikhail Ganev, (RU-CERT)